Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs) present a potential of high compute throughput with energy efficiency. A CGRA consists of an array of Functional Units (FUs), which communicate with each other through an interconnect network containing transmission nodes and register files. To achieve high performance from the software solutions mapped onto CGRAs, modulo scheduling of loops is generally employed. One of the key challenges in modulo scheduling for CGRAs is to explicitly handle routings of operands from a source to a destination operations through various routing resources. Existing modulo schedulers for CGRAs are slow because finding a valid routing is generally a searching problem over a large space, even with the guidance of well-defined cost metrics. Applications in traditional embedded multimedia domains are regarded as relatively tolerant to a slow compile time in exchange for a high-quality solution. However, many rapidly growing domains of applications, such as 3D graphics, require a fast compilation. Entrances of CGRAs to these domains have been blocked mainly due to their long compile time. We attack this problem by utilizing patternized routes, for which resources and time slots for a success can be estimated in advance when a source operation is placed. By conservatively reserving predefined resources at predefined time slots, future routings originating from the source operation are guaranteed. Experiments on a real-world 3D graphics benchmark suite show that our scheduler improves the compile time up to 6,000 times while achieving an average 70% throughputs of the state-of-the-art CGRA modulo scheduler, the Edge-centric Modulo Scheduler (EMS).
Fast Modulo Scheduler Utilizing Patternized Routes for Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures

INTRODUCTION
The embedded computing systems in today's portable devices demand high performance and energy efficiency. The complexity of the embedded applications is growing with convergence of different functionalities, such as voice/data communication, highquality audio, video, and image processing. Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures (CGRAs) are gaining more interest in the area of domain-specific computing because they offer the potential for high computing throughput with low cost and energy.
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Although the strength of CGRAs is clear in embedded multimedia domains, their long compilation time is a visible weakness, which adversely affects time-to-market cost and developing productivity. Moreover, a slow compilation is one of the main obstacles to wider acceptance of it by other domains. To become a multipurpose accelerator in various domains including web browsing, gaming, user interfaces, and 3D graphics, a fast compilation is a requisite.
The traditional CGRA modulo scheduler, DRESC, defines the CGRA modulo scheduling problem as a tightly coupled Placement and Routing (P&R) problem with modulo constraints and asymmetric routing resources in 3D space [Mei et al. 2002] . It took the simulated annealing approach to tackle the combination of those NP-hard problems. Random placements followed by explicit routing stages are systematically taken using cost functions similar to the well-known PathFinder algorithm in the FPGA community Ebeling et al. 1995] . A state-ofthe-art CGRA modulo scheduler, the Edge-centric Modulo Scheduling (EMS) [Park et al. 2008] , gives priority to routing over placement with an observation that routing is a key step in CGRA modulo scheduling. It improves the compilation time by 18 times with a slight performance degradation, compared to the simulated annealing approach. However, its compilation time is still exponentially proportional to the code size since finding a valid routing is generally a search problem even with the guidance of well-defined cost functions. When a new placement option is taken, the routing option between the source and destination resources should be re-examined over a large candidate space. These searching efforts are not additional costs for finding better solutions, but necessary costs for one valid solution.
We propose a fast modulo scheduler for CGRAs, which improves the compile times by multiple orders of magnitude. Our scheduler circumvents the problem of explicit routings coupled with placements in CGRA modulo scheduling by utilizing predefined useful routing patterns. The routing step is intelligently simplified so that it can be integrated into the placement step: a placement option is taken only if its immediate later routings are ensured to be successful. Since a limited set of routing patterns are utilized, the resources and their time slots necessary for guaranteeing future routings can be conservatively categorized into a small number of combinations. By checking on these combinations, whether a routing will be possible is quickly discernable. Our scheduler makes a reservation on resources in advance to ensure future routings. Any unused resources in the actual routing are reclaimed back for remaining routing requirements. This conservative reservation ahead of actual routing is applied only to the routing requirements immediately following the placement of an operation. Since operations are scheduled in a top-down manner, the scheduler has no need to look into routing options far away from the currently scheduled operation.
To verify the usefulness of routing patterns we selected, we observed how many of the routings in existing CGRA schedulers are classified into our qualified patterns. Figure 1 shows the ratio of FU to FU routings that follow our qualified patterns in results from EMS [Park et al. 2008] . Over 77 percentages of FU to FU routes are through our qualified paths.
To the best of our knowledge, our technique is the first CGRA modulo scheduling technique that can effectively converge to a polynomial time complexity. We took a real-world benchmark suite in the domains of 3D graphics, which is known to be extremely intolerant to a long compile time. The 3D graphics standards demand run-time compilation capability [Peeper and Mitchell 2003; Lalonde and Schenk 2002] . On this benchmark, our scheduler is faster by 300 times on average, and up to 6,000 times within the average performance degradation of 30% compared to EMS. In some programs, the performance loss is none. The contributions of this article can be summarized as follows.
-We characterize patterns of routings useful to simplifying the routing step in scheduling our target CGRA. -We propose a fast modulo scheduling technique where future routings are ensured in the placement step. -We provide an analysis of time complexity showing that the proposed algorithm can effectively converge to a polynomial time complexity for our target CGRA. -We verified the speed of our compilation technique using a real-world 3D graphics benchmark, Taiji Girl in OpenGL ES 2.0 [RightWare 2011].
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background and motivation of the proposed scheduling technique. Section 3 explains the proposed algorithm in detail. Section 4 provides an example procedure of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 shows the experimental results over them. Section 6 presents related work. Section 7 concludes this article.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Target CGRA Architecture
A CGRA consists of an array of FUs, each of which executes word-level operations, communicating through interconnect networks. Generally, a CGRA has three characteristics: number of FUs, sharing of Local Register Files (LRFs), and interconnection topology. For example, a 4×4 array of FUs connected through a mesh interconnect, where each FU is attached with a small LRF, is an instance of CGRA. Not all FUs have to be homogeneous.
Our target CGRA in this article has a hierarchical layer. It is a 4×4 array of heterogeneous FUs, where four FUs are logically grouped into an FU cluster, organized into four FU clusters. FU clusters are connected to each other by a scalable inter-cluster communication network. For ease of understanding, we call the FU cluster, to which an FU belongs, the home FU cluster, whereas we call other FU clusters remote FU clusters. An FU can directly send (receive) data to (from) another FU in its home FU cluster. A direct access here means the access path is only composed of transmission nodes, not of any FU or any register file. A transmission node (TRN) is in charge of routing values: Multiplexers and on-pathway flip-flops are examples.
An FU cluster has LRFs that can be directly accessed by FUs in the FU cluster, but each of them does not have dedicated read (and write) ports to LRFs. An FU cannot read an LRF of a remote FU cluster without help of an FU in the remote FU. In other words, data in a remote LRF can only be moved to the FU by an FU in the remote FU cluster. Conversely, an FU can write to a remote LRF through an Inter-Cluster Channel (ICC) in its home FU cluster. An ICC of an FU cluster is a unidirectional channel through which an FU in the FU cluster can broadcast its output to all FUs and LRFs in all other remote FU clusters. An ICC is also a type of TRN. An FU cluster may have more than one ICC. In addition to LRFs, our CGRA has central register files primarily for storing live-ins to loops. Like many other CGRAs, our CGRA is equipped with a small configuration memory containing per-cycle control signals to all components (e.g., TRNs, FUs, and RFs).
Similar to CGRAs, clustered VLIW machines are also spatial architectures. However, from the compiler point of view, our CGRA is differentiated in that various combinations of bypasses and data copies between source and destination FUs need to be explicitly explored to find valid routings. In a clustered VLIW, the data movements are mostly implicitly guaranteed through reads from (and writes to) multiported register files. Most of remaining concerns about the compilers are limited to explicit or implicit data copies among individual clusters. In addition, a clustered VLIW instance composed of more than two clusters is not common.
We use this target CGRA throughout this article. Many details in the specifications, such as FU functionalities, the numbers of total FUs and FU clusters, and the number of ICCs and LRFs per FU cluster, are configurable. The applicability of our algorithm is not limited to the CGRA instance covered in this article. As long as qualified routing patterns can be properly defined for a CGRA, our scheduling technique can be utilized.
Challenges for Fast CGRA Modulo Scheduling
Modulo scheduling is a software pipelining technique to increase Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP) by overlapping successive loop iterations [Rau 1994 ]. The goal is to find a valid schedule that starts a new iteration every Initiation Interval (II). Modulo scheduling for CGRA architecture is known to be an intractable problem. Different from general VLIW architecture, the data from a producer to a consumer FU are explicitly routed through various architectural components, including register files, TRNs, and FUs. These routings are required to be scheduled with modulo constraints.
Consider five example routing paths between two FUs illustrated in Figure 3 . These are valid paths in CGRA architecture shown in Figure 2 . Numbers below resource names represent time slots in which the corresponding resources are occupied. Suppose the producer operation is mapped on FU2 at time slot 0 and the scheduler is considering placing the consumer operation on FU11 at time slot 100. Assume path3 is chosen for routing because all components in it were available at the specified time slots. If the consumer operation is required to proceed to the next time slot, 101, because FU11 is not available at time slot 100, path3 cannot be automatically reused: for example, consider moving the end time of LRF0 and time of FU3 in path3 ahead by one. FU3, which is available at time slot 98, may be no more available at time slot 99. Consequently, the scheduler should reconsider other routing possibilities, not just path3, but including all other paths shown in Figure 3 .
A new placement option inevitably causes a search space exploration for valid routings. The existing CGRA modulo scheduler employed meta-heuristics or cost-based search algorithms to attack this problem. It finds high-quality solutions at the expense of compile times.
To avoid a long compile time, we simplify routing stages in CGRA modulo scheduling so that it can be effectively integrated into the placement step. A placement option is taken only if it is guaranteed not to be invalidated due to later routings. Our scheduler attains this trait by using limited routing patterns. The patterns used by our scheduler have the following characteristics: first, the availability of all resources within a routing path is quickly verifiable. Second, a routing path is elastic so that it can easily support 58:6 W. Kim et al. a routing with length t + α, when it is available for length t. We name these useful routing patterns for a given CGRA qualified patterns. Details on how qualified routings are defined between any two FUs are described shortly in next the section.
3D Graphics Applications: Shaders
Since there are many GPUs, it is almost impossible to distribute precompiled shader binaries for every GPU. Rather, shader programs are compiled within a given target GPU device during the loading time of an application. In addition, shader codes can even be generated during the runtime depending on various shading effects and user options. These runtime compilation features are included in graphics programming standard such as OpenGL and DirectX [Peeper and Mitchell 2003; Lalonde and Schenk 2002; Rost et al. 2009 ]. Thus, the compile speed greatly affects the quality of user experiences.
In the 3D graphics pipeline, vertex and pixel shading stages are programmable parts. In general, per-vertex (pixel) shading behaviors are coded in a shader language such as OpenGL Shader Language. To exploit the abundant FUs in CGRA, we coalesce pervertex (pixel) codes into a loop through a shader-to-C translator and apply a modulo scheduling to the loop. Modulo scheduling is effective in increasing ILP and hiding latencies from long-latency operations like texture-load operations. Figure 4 presents an example C code translated from a pixel shader code. In order to exploit the software pipelining scheme, the translator forms a loop, whose iterations process a single input item. Note that a pragma directive is inserted just before the loop for the compiler to recognize the code portion where the software pipelining scheme is applied to.
CORE CONCEPTS
Utilizing Patternized Routes
Qualified Routing Patterns. First, we take advantage of a direct path as often as possible. A direct path between a source and a destination FU is defined as the shortest path in terms of the delay of TRNs. It consists only of TRNs without any FU or register file between the two FUs. Second, when a direct path is not available, an indirect path is utilized. An indirect path contains exactly one LRF between the source and destination FUs. The LRF is an LRF in the home cluster of the destination FU. The path from the source FU to the LRF is the shortest path in terms of TRN delay. Similarly, the path from the LRF to the destination FU is also the shortest path in terms of TRN delay. Note that we do not use an FU as a routing resource in the direct and indirect routing paths defined previously. In other words, an FU does not appear between a source and a destination FU. Direct and indirect paths can be subdivided into intra-and intercluster paths, depending on whether the home cluster of the source FU (i.e., source cluster) and that of the destination FU (i.e., destination cluster) are the same or not. A path is an intracluster path if the clusters are the same. Otherwise, the path is an intercluster path. An intercluster path contains exactly one ICC among ICCs in the source cluster.
The direct and indirect paths together should be able to cover most of the routing requirements to schedule a DFG for a given architecture. A direct path minimizes the resource usage for a route, while an indirect path can serve any delay by taking advantage of local rotating registers. We call the direct and indirect paths defined earlier qualified paths.
Example qualified paths are shown in the second column of Figure 5 . The home cluster ID of FUi is i/4 in this example. LRFi and ICCi denote an LRF and an ICC of cluster i. The weight of an edge in a path represents the shortest path length in terms of delay of TRNs between the tail and head resources. For simplicity's sake, we omit many individual TRNs by abstracting them into the nonzero weights. These weights are recapped in column 3. Based on the weights, the total routing delay of a direct (indirect) path can be calculated as shown in column 4. Notice that the routing delay of a direct path is unchangeable. On the other hand, an indirect path has only a minimum delay assuming at least one cycle time is consumed in the LRF. The essential resources for each type of qualified path can be summarized into a fixed set of LRFs and ICCs as shown in columns 5 and 6.
Conservative Reservation. Our scheduler only uses routes that conform to the qualified paths. One of the benefits qualified patterns offer is that most of the routing requirements for a DFG can be supported by these patterns. An indirect path is elastic in that it can serve any routing delay t + α when it serves t, as long as the delay is not smaller than its minimum delay. Another advantage of qualified paths is that the essential resources and their time slots relative to the source and destination FUs can be determined. We utilize these characteristics of qualified paths to ensure successful routings originated from an operation in advance when the operation is placed at one FU. More specifically, the resources and their time slots that can guarantee a route are conservatively estimated and reserved before the actual routing step happens.
The combinations of resources and their time slots to be conservatively reserved can be predefined as in Figure 6 (a). The estimation assumes indirect paths are used. The schedule time and operation latency of n are denoted as T (n) and Latency(n), respectively. A careful comparison of two tables in Figures 5 and 6 reveals how the conservative resource reservations are derived from the categorization of qualified paths. Notice write ports to LRFs are considered in the reservation.
The qualified paths can be extracted in the architecture analysis step, using the Floyd-Warshall shortest-path algorithm. A pair of source and destination FUs can have more than one direct (indirect) path since there could be more than one shortest path with the same delay between them.
Algorithm Overview
Basically, the proposed scheduler schedules operations in a top-down manner (i.e., a consumer operation is scheduled after the producer operations).
1 Whenever operation n is to be scheduled onto a candidate FU and a time slot, its incoming and outgoing edges are inspected: (1) for an incoming edge, whether the actual routing can be established with a previously reserved routing resource, and (2) for an outgoing edge, whether there is any available FU for the corresponding consumer and whether the resources for guaranteeing routings from the source FU to that FU available are examined. Only if the conditions are successfully satisfied can operation n be scheduled to the given FU and time slot. For ease of understanding, we explain the handling of outgoing edges before incoming edges.
Conservative Reservation for an Outgoing Edge. Given candidate FU, FU(n), and schedule time, T (n), for outgoing edge, (n, c), to consumer c, corresponding routing resources in Figure 6 should be examined. In other words, at least one instance in every set of the specified types of resources should be available. Notice the FU the consumer will be mapped to, FU(c), differentiates the type of resources. Our scheduler strives to find the combination of FU(c) that will allow conservative reservation of routing resources for (n, c) at corresponding time slots. If more than one such FU is available for c, the one with the minimum cost by the following metric is chosen:
cost(FU) = number of operations scheduled in FU.
( 1) As a result, the FU of consumer c, FU (c), and routing resources for (n, c) are reserved in advance before consumer c is scheduled, when operation n is scheduled.
Establishing Incoming-Edge Routing. For a given incoming edge, ( p, n), to operation n, the routing of an operand from p to n is almost guaranteed because the required routing resources are conservatively reserved when p is scheduled. The remaining jobs of the scheduler are (1) to determine if a direct or an indirect path is used and (2) to check on if a read port of the reserved LRF is available if an indirect path is chosen. The first decision is depending on the schedule time difference of p and n, which is defined as follows:
where Dist( p,n) means the dependence distance between p and n. If DiffSchedTime( p, n) is the same as DirectPathLen(FU( p),FU(n)), a direct path between FU ( p) and FU (n) is used. DirectPathLen(FU( p),FU(n)) is the length of a direct path from FU( p) to FU(n), which is already determined when routing patterns are extracted. Notice FU ( p), FU (n), and T ( p) are already fixed. T (n) is the candidate time slot currently being examined. If DiffSchedTime( p, n) is longer than DirectPathLen(FU( p),FU(n)), an indirect path between FU ( p) and FU (n) is used. The availability of an indirect path involves the second task described earlier, a checking on an LRF read port. The LRF read ports are not reservable before scheduling n because DiffSchedTime( p, n) is not calculable without T (n). If a direct path is used, any unused resources such as LRF read ports are retrieved for progressing to the next operation.
The Range of Candidate Time Slots. For operation n, the scheduler scans the range of time slots, checking on their incoming and outgoing edges as described earlier.
Candidate time slots for n are calculated using Equation (3). Our scheduler scans the timing range [MinTime(n), MaxTime(n)] for T (n), where MaxTime(n) is MinTime(n)+ II. By the time the schedule of n is considered, FU( p) is known since producer p is scheduled already and FU(n) is also reserved in advance when the producers are scheduled.
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Analysis on Algorithm Complexity
Algorithm 1 illustrates the overview of our scheduling process for a given II. We calculate the complexity of the algorithm with the following parameters: the total number of operations in the given DFG (N), the average number of producers and consumers for a node (P and S), the average number of qualified paths for a given pair of a producer and a consumer (Q), the average number of resources to be examined in a given qualified path (R), the average number of FUs that can support a given operation (F), and the number of resources that should be conservatively reserved (C). The the complexity of the algorithm sketch for Algorithm 1 can be calculated into N × II × ((P × (Q × R)) + (S × (F+C)). We observed that P and S are bound by small constant values in most cases. For our target CGRA, Q is also bound by small constant values. C is also a constant value, that is, two (LWP and ICC). For the proposed qualified paths, R can also be bound by a small constant. Thus, the calculation boils down to O(N × II × F). The process may repeat up to II iterations. The complexity in total becomes O(N 3 × F), since II ≤ N. F is generally much smaller than the number of total FUs in CGRA because not all FUs are homogeneous and not all FUs are unoccupied for a given time slot. Hence, the algorithmic complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N 3 ). In addition, we can minimize the number of attempts of the whole process by increasing the initial II to a value that can achieve a valid schedule in the very near future. The details and experimental results will be given in Section 5. Under this condition, the complexity can be reduced to O(N 2 ). Notice that the architectural analysis phase employing the Floyd-Warshall algorithm with O(M 3 ) complexity, where M denotes the total number of architectural entities, is applied only once when the compiler is built for the given architecture and not included in our main scheduling process.
Sharing of Routing Resources
When a single value is required by two or more consumer operations, it is crucial to make the routing paths share the routing resources as far as possible. It helps enhance the schedule quality by saving valuable scheduling resources so that the contentions on them can be minimized. Let us consider two different routes, FU 1 → FU 5 and FU 1 → FU 9, shown in Figure 7 . In this case, the two routes can share ICC0 by using paths P1 and Q1. If either pair of paths, (P1, Q2) or (P2, Q1), was chosen, both ICC0 and ICC1 are occupied. Existing CGRA modulo schedulers often exhibit sharing in routing resources either as a result of simulated annealing or by cost-based search [Mei et al. 2002; Park et al. 2008] . However, it is inevitable for them to employ a search across a large search space in order to include the options of resource sharing. On the other hand, in our scheduler, the sharing of resources is obtained as a by-product of the architectural analysis, which is taken only once when the scheduler is built. A unique ID is given for each architectural component. In the path reconstruction phase of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the order of unique IDs is honored so that the resulting shortest paths between a source and a destination are lexicographically ordered.
For example, in Figure 7 , a number outside a box denotes the unique ID of the corresponding resource. When FU1 and FU5 are routed, paths 1→4→2 and 1→5→2 are considered in a row. Similarly, for FU1 and FU9, paths 1→4→3 and 1→5→3 are scanned in a row. Thus, if 4 is available, paths 1→4→2 and 1→4→3 are selected.
In a similar fashion, an LRF is shared if the multiple consumers have the same producer in common. This means the scheduler can avoid multiple redundant writing of the same value, saving register entries and write ports to an LRF.
Additional Concerns
Constants and Live-ins. In our target CGRA, constants and live-ins to a loop are stored in constant buffers and central register files, respectively. Thus, the routing from a constant buffer to an FU and the routings between a central register file and an FU should be included in scheduling decisions. Reading constants or live-ins can be represented as pseudo-operations without any producer to them. Scheduling such operations in a top-down manner incurs unnecessarily long routings. We scheduled them backward by scanning from their ALAP (i.e., as late as possible) time when their consumers are scheduled. An FU is allowed as a routing resource between an FU and a constant buffer (a central register file) in the qualified indirect routing patterns. This is because a copy is required to move values in constant buffers (central register files) to local registers.
Recurrence Handling. Since the shader program is written in a per-element manner, there should be no dependence between the iterations except the basic induction variable for the coalesced loop. Hence, the scheduler has to carefully handle those recurrences, considering the timing constraints.
To cope with the constraints, the proposed scheduler exceptionally adopts a backtracking scheme and makes simple adjustments to the schedule order of the operations within the recurrence. This heuristic is based on the observation that the edge from an FU to a central register has to be placed as a direct path in the given architecture. The scheduler gives priority to an operation writing a value into the register, so that such an operation is handled as early as possible. is drawn in Figure 8 . The explanation covers the scheduling of highlighted operations (i.e. n 145 , n 146 , n 153 , and n 154 ), assuming they are scheduled in this order.
The target CGRA architecture is assumed to be containing 16 FUs as shown in Figure 2 . The FUs are grouped into four FU clusters, denoted as FC0, FC1, FC2, and FC3, each of which has two ICCs and one LRF. The LRF is connected to all FUs in the cluster but has six read ports and three write ports, which are shared. Thanks to the heterogeneity of FUs, operation fadd can be handled only on FU 1, FU 5, FU 9, and FU 13, while fmul can be handled only on FU 3, FU 7, FU 11, and FU 15. The latencies of both operations are 4. Figure 9 illustrates the Modulo Reservation Table ( MRT) for FUs and other routing resources, where II is 12. For FUs, both input ("I") and output ("O") entries are given, assuming execution stages of all operations are pipelined. The already-occupied entries are marked with "X" or with an operation ID, while the reserved entries are denoted as "r" with an operation ID. For example, "r145" means the reserved entries for operation n 145 's outgoing edges. The notations used for the descriptions of the scheduling process are summarized as follows. The schedule time of operation n, T (n), once appeared in Section 3.2, denotes the input time of n (i.e., the time for FU input MRT), whereas the output time of n, Tout(n) (i.e., the time for FU output MRT), is calculated as T (n) +Latency(n). The architectural delays used in the routing resource reservations are assumed to be the d() values in Figure 6 (b). By folding these notations and architectural delays into the time column in Figure 6 (a), the simplified conservative reservation combinations are derived as follows: -An intracluster routing for edge (n, c): one write port to LRF(c) at time Tout(n) + 1 -An intercluster routing for edge (n, c): one write port to LRF(c) at time Tout(n) + 1 and one ICC(n) at time Tout(n) + 1, where LRF(n) and ICC(n) represent one of the LRFs and one of the ICCs in the FU cluster of FU(n), respectively.
Operation Mapping and Routing Resource Reservation.
Let us consider placing n 145 first, where n 145 is booked onto FU 1. As shown in Figure 9 , the scheduler attempts to place it at T (n 145 ) = 70, which means Tout(n 145 ) = 74 given that the latency of fadd is 4. Figure 9 shows the placement. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the proposed algorithm reserves routing resources, such as ICC and LWP (i.e., write ports to an LRF), in between n 145 and its consumers. For the reservation, the scheduler finds out the candidate FUs for the consumers. For example, FU 1, FU 5, FU 9, and FU 13 are the candidates for n 153 , a consumer of n 145 . Since n 145 will be placed onto FU 1, placing n 153 onto FU 1 requires resources for intracluster routing resources, while placing n 153 onto FU 5, FU 9, or FU 13 requires resources for intercluster routing resources. In this Now the scheduler attempts to determine an FU for consumer n 153 . In this case, FU 5 is chosen since it has the minimum cost among four candidates with an arbitrary tie-breaking (cost(FU 1) = 9 and cost(FU 5) = cost(FU 9) = cost(FU 13) = 8). After determining FU 5 for n 153 , the scheduler reserves an ICC in FC0 and an LWP in FC1 at time 75, as marked as "r145" shown in Figure 9 . After this reservation is confirmed, the scheduler can place n 145 at T (n 145 ) safely.
In the same manner, the scheduler schedules another producer n 146 on FU 7 with T (n 146 ) = 53 (i.e., Tout(n 146 ) = 57). Since n 146 is scheduled on the same FU cluster (FC1), where n 153 is placed, the scheduler reserves only an LWP in FC1 (i.e., not an ICC) at time 58 ( = 57+1) in Figure 9 . This reservation is indicated as "r146" in Figure 9 .
The Whole Picture for n 153 . Let us consider placing n 153 . Note that it is determined to place the operation on FU 5 in FC1; hence, it is only needed to determine its schedule time, that is, T (n 153 ). The MinTime and MaxTime of T (n 153 ) are 76 and 87, respectively, as a result of substituting Tout(n 145 ) and Tout(n 146 ) into Equation (3). Examining both the input and output MRTs of FU 5 reveals that time slots from 76 to 85 are unavailable for T (n 153 ). Now the scheduler can find out time slot 86, where FU 5 is available for n 153 . However, the reservation for a consumer n 154 is impossible, as shown in Figure 10(a) . In the figure, each box represents a routing resource and a time slot pair. The shaded boxes are already occupied ones. A circled number designates a box. 2 and 3 are two ICCs and 4 , 5 , and 6 are three LWPs. Note that all ICCs are reserved at time 91 (=90 + 1), so that the intercluster paths (Paths 1 and 2) are unavailable. Similarly, all LWPs in FC1 are reserved, and the intracluster indirect paths (Paths 3, 4, and 5) are also unavailable. The scheduler cannot ensure the future routing for n 154 , a consumer of n 153 . Hence, the scheduler regards the placement as a failure and attempts to place n 153 on a different time slot. Let us consider time slot 87 (i.e., Tout(n 153 ) = 91), which allows the reservation of an ICC ( 8 ) After making the reservation, the scheduler attempts to route the incoming edges, which are n 145 to n 153 and n 146 to n 153 . For the former, the timing difference between two operations, that is, DiffSchedTime(n 145 , n 153 ), is 13, which is larger than DirectPathLen(n 145 , n 153 ). Hence, the scheduler tries routing the edge through an indirect path 1 → 3 → 6 → 7 → 8 → 14 as shown in Figure 11 . Though some routing resources, such as 2 , 4 , and 5 , are occupied already, an intercluster indirect path is ensured to be available, due to the conservative reservation. 3 and 6 are examples of the reserved resources. In the same fashion, edge (n 146 , n 153 ) can be routed through path 9 → 11 → 12 → 13 → 14 in Figure 11 . Since all the incoming edge routings are done, the schedule of n 153 is completed.
Retrieving Unused Routing Resources. In a similar manner, n 154 can be placed on FU 11 at time 93 but through a direct path, 7 → 8 → 9 in Figure 10 . Recall that one ICC( 8 ) in FC1 and one LWP( 10) in FC2 at time 92 in Figure 10 are already reserved for a consumer n 154 when n 153 is scheduled. However, the LWP ( 10) is not actually used because an intercluster direct path is built. In this case, the scheduler retrieves the LWP( 10) for further scheduling.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we took 34 shaders from the Taiji benchmark in Basemark ES 2.0 [RightWare 2011]. Each shader code is translated into a C program containing a for-loop as described in Section 2.3. The number of operations for a shader varies from 50 to 380. We implemented the proposed scheduling algorithm within our in-house compiler. The machine used for experiments is an Intel Xeon system with 2.67GHz with 16GB memory where CentOS 5.6 (Linux Kernel 2.6.18) is installed.
The target CGRA is a 4 × 4 heterogeneous array of FUs and organized into four clusters as described in Section 2.1 and in Figure 2 . The FUs are heterogeneous so that load/store operations can be handled by four FUs; floating-point add and multiplication (fadd/fmul) operations are supported by four FUs, respectively. The most complex operation, texture-load, is provided by only one FU. There are two central register files, each of which has 64 entries with four read and four write ports, whereas each of the per-cluster LRFs has 48 entries with six read and three write ports. Note that the local register files are used as rotating registers. Each cluster has two ICCs for intercluster communication.
We compared the proposed algorithm, called Fast Modulo Scheduler (FMS), to the existing state-of-the-art CGRA Modulo Scheduler, the Edge-centric Modulo Scheduler (EMS) [Park et al. 2008] . EMS improves the compile time by 18 times within 98% throughput of DRESC's simulated annealing approach [Mei et al. 2002] . In addition to FMS, we evaluated VFMS. VFMS is designed primarily for very short compile time, even shorter than that of FMS. We chose the starting II of VFMS as (minII× number of FUs in an FU-cluster number of ICCs in an FU-cluster ), instead of the theoretical minimum II. Note that this initial II value guarantees no contention in ICCs, which is one of the most contended resources in the target CGRA. In the given architecture, that value is 2×minII. To examine whether it is trivial to find a valid schedule with a doubled minII using the previous approach, we also compared another version of EMS, EMS2MII, which starts from doubled min II. Our comparisons are threefold: compilation time, performance, and register usage.
Compilation Time
Since we are targeting shader codes, the compile time is the foremost priority we are pursuing. More specifically, we are aiming at compiling all shader codes for a 3D application within a few seconds. Table I shows the measured compile times of the Taiji benchmark using EMS and FMS in columns 10 and 12, respectively. Depending on the size of codes, the compile times of EMS range from around 1 to 3,500 seconds. On the other hand, compile times of FMS are less than 1 second, varying between 0.01 to 0.9 second. FMS is up to 6,074 times faster than EMS, 310 times on average. VFMS finds solutions extremely fast, as shown in column 13. As shown by the difference between 2 × minII and the achieved II from VFMS, VFMS often finds its solution at its first attempt. This reveals that VFMS is an effective heuristic when a compile time budget is even tighter for an iterative scheduling approach. EMS2MII is faster than EMS but it still spends quite a long time, from 1 second to hundreds of seconds. EMS2MII finds a solution at its first attempt in most cases but does not reduce the compile time of that attempt. Therefore, its speed-up of compile time over EMS is originated from the decreased total counts of trial but not from the reduced complexity of one iteration. This shows that finding a valid modulo schedule for CGRA merely by increasing II is not a trivial problem.
The compile times of 34 shader codes as their code size rise are plotted in Figure 12 . Notice that the y-axis is displayed in a logarithmic scale. It is easy to perceive that the compile time of EMS is exponentially proportional to the number of operations. As the number of operations increases, the schedule length is generally linearly prolonged, which causes long routings in terms of schedule time. For EMS, these long routings are harder to map to CGRA because the search space for them expands exponentially to their lengths. On the other hand, compile times of FMS are proportional to the number of operations with polynomial complexity, as analyzed in Section 3.3, which is O(N 3 ). The trends in Figure 12 verify our algorithms' polynomial time complexity. The bends in the left corner of the curves for FMS and VFMS, which naturally appear when polynomial complexity curves are projected into logarithmic scale, are more noticeable due to the approximation by curve-fitting software.
2 To better demonstrate the compile time trends of FMS and VFMS, we show data points plotted also in linear scale within the range of 0.01 second to 1 second in Figure 13 . Indices of shaders are sorted in ascending order of the number of nodes (smallest to largest). Overall, FMS and VFMS satisfy the compile time requirement for 3D applications, which is not even approachable with existing CGRA modulo schedulers.
Performance
The performance ratios of FMS and VFMS against EMS are shown in Figures 14  and 15 . Since the performance of a modulo scheduled code is inversely proportional to its initiation interval, II, the performance degradation is calculated by the following equation:
FMS suffers 30% performance degradation on average compared to EMS, which is subdivided into an average 22% for pixel and an average 37% for vertex shader codes. The achieved performance of our faster version, VFMS, is lower by 45% compared to EMS. The performance loss is expected since our scheduler explores a much smaller search space by confining routing patterns. The detailed II numbers including the minimum II (minII), a theoretical upper bound of the performance of the scheduled loop, are given in columns 5 through 9 in Table I . The two numbers in parentheses in column 5 represent minimum resource II (ResII) and minimum recurrence II(RecII), respectively. As inferred from steady ResII throughout all shader codes, recurrences in our shader codes share similar patterns in common. Since handling of recurrences is not the primary focus of FMS, the result of FMS is not so effective in the cases RecII is dominant (i.e., RecII > ResII) as in the opposite cases.
Differences in Pixel and Vertex Shader Programs
We observed that FMS performs differently for pixel and vertex shader codes. While FMS is 629 times faster on average than EMS within an average 22% performance degradation for pixel shader codes, it is around 153 times faster than EMS with a larger performance degradation of 37% for vertex shader codes.
Pixel shader codes have texture load operations whose latency is generally much longer than other operations. These long-latency operations make the total schedule length of the loop long, resulting in long routings. As described earlier, EMS spends a lot of time to map these long routings into CGRA, whereas FMS is capable of quick mapping of long routings by examining qualified patterns only. On the other hand, vertex shader codes generally exhibit more demands on central register file accesses. Uniforms of vertex shader codes are stored as live-ins into the central register file. The base addresses of various attributes are also stored in the central RF. Thus, the contention among the operations that access the central RF is very severe. To limit the routing pattern for fast scheduling, FMS explores only two routing patterns: one is the direct path and the other is an indirect path via another FU as a routing resource as described in Section 3. Whenever either of these two routing lengths is not sufficient to resolve conflicts on read ports of the central RF, the II should be prolonged. The length of II is translated into the number of scheduling trials, to which the compile time is proportional. Further, a II is inversely related to the performance of the scheduled loop. EMS, however, exploring more routing options than FMS, may successfully find a routing solution without increasing II. We are currently investigating solutions for this problem, like inserting a mov operation before a load/store operation. Overall, the compile time and performance of FMS for pixel shader codes are superior to that for vertex shader codes.
Register Usages
To see how the frequent utilization of indirect paths through LRF by FMS affects the total register usage, we compared the measured physical register usage from FMS and VFMS to that from EMS. The result is plotted in Figure 16 . Though FMS uses more registers than EMS for some of the benchmarks such as P12 and V1 through V4, it does not spend more registers on average than EMS. In shader codes P12 and V1 through V4, there are very long dependence edges, for which many physical registers are inevitable for FMS. EMS can avoid using too many registers on these edges by routing data through various components, not just one LRF. Especially, physical register usage in VFMS is smaller than the usage of FMS since FMS gives more priority to exploit a direct path rather than an indirect path if possible, and VFMS provides more room for a direct routing path due to doubled II. In consequence, the side effect of FMS on register allocation is relatively negligible.
RELATED WORK
Many CGRA-like architectures have been proposed with different characteristics in performance, scalability, and programmability. RaPiD [Ebeling et al. 1997] consists of ALUs and memories in a single-dimensional layout, and the network connection between the elements is reconfigurable. Morphosys [Lu et al. 1999 ] is an 8 × 8 grid processing unit with a complex network. PipeRench [Goldstein et al. 1999 ] focuses on pipelining and adopts a structure where the functional units are arranged in stripes.
ADRES architecture [Mei et al. 2003 ] proposes an architecture template, composed of functional units with a mesh-style network and central and decentralized registers.
There also have been many research efforts on compilers that exploit ILP on CGRAs. It is well known that modulo scheduling problems for unified VLIW architecture are an NP-hard problem [Codina et al. 2002] . The same problem for clustered VLIW is known to be a combination of two NP-hard problems. CGRA modulo scheduling is a set of tightly coupled NP-hard problems. Due to modulo constraints and asymmetric routing resources, it is almost impossible to separate placement and routing problems from each other, unlike the FPGA P&R problem [Mei et al. 2002] . Mei et al. [2002] apply iterative modulo scheduling algorithm on their DRESC framework. Random placements followed by the explicit routing stage are systematically taken by the simulated annealing technique. The DRESC compiler framework adopts a cost function similar to FPGA P&R's PathFinder algorithm Ebeling et al. 1995] . DRESC starts its scheduling attempt from the theoretical minimum initiation interval (II) and increases II subsequently until it succeeds. For each II, it first generates an initial schedule, which respects dependency constraints, but may overuse resources. Then it makes random variations from the initial schedule by random relocations of operations and rerouting. Each variation is estimated by a cost function, which is constructed by taking account of the overused resources and the penalty associated with them. Note that the route between the producers of the newly placed operation and the operation has to be rebuilt. It may also lead to additional rerouting of other connected operations. Through those repetitive trials and errors, DRESC produces high-quality scheduling results but involves a huge computational cost. As the problem size grows, the whole compilation time of DRESC is unacceptable due to interdependency among scheduling, placement, and routing.
Edge-centric Modulo Scheduling (EMS) [Park et al. 2008 ] gives priority to routing over placement with an observation that routing is a key step in CGRA modulo scheduling. It suffers a slight degradation in resulting performance but saves compilation time considerably compared to DRESC. Oh et al. [2009] and Kim et al. [2012] mainly focus on efficient handling of recurrences occurring in the EMS approach. Recently, Chen and Mitra [2012] formulated CGRA scheduling into a graph mapping problem. Note that all those techniques have explicit routing stages, which are search based. The proposed technique is distinct from those techniques in that its routing algorithm is effectively folded into the placement algorithm by confining routing paths to prequalified ones. Hence, the routing stage is extremely simplified so that the proposed algorithm enables dramatically fast scheduling even usable for real-time shader compilation.
There are many works related to routings in FPGA's P&R. Our work shares a similarity to HARP (Hard-wired Routing Pattern FPGAs) in that predefined routing patterns are utilized [Sivaswamy et al. 2005] . Recently, innovative modeling and methods have been proposed for PCB escape routings [Yan and Wong 2009] . Although these are excellent routing algorithms, it is not clear how they can be directly used in CGRA modulo scheduling to result in loosening the coupling of routing and placement problems as the routing through our qualified patterns do.
There is no clear architectural difference between CGRA and clustered VLIW [Mei 2005] . Clustered VLIWs and their intercluster communications are well categorized in Fisher et al. [2005] and Terechko et al. [2003] . In addition, much work has been done toward compiling for clustered VLIW [Ellis 1985; Özer et al. 1998; Nystrom and Eichenberger 1998; Sánchez and González 2000] . Some of the concepts from these works can be adapted for CGRAs, but they generally do not consider the issue of routing values through sparse interconnect, except for implicit or explicit data copies between clusters. On the other hand, CGRAs often have more sparsely connected networks, where many routing resources are shared. The proposed algorithm extracts out the useful routing patterns from those architectures and enables fast compilation by exploiting them.
CONCLUSION
This article proposes a fast modulo scheduling algorithm, which improves the compilation speed by multiple orders compared to EMS, the state-of-the-art CGRA modulo scheduler. To reduce compilation time, the proposed scheduler simplifies the routing stage of modulo scheduling so that it can be effectively integrated into the placement stage. By utilizing qualified routing patterns, the scheduler can determine a placement guaranteed not to be invalidated by further routings. We examined the proposed scheduler with shaders of a real-world benchmark in the 3D graphics domain, which is known to be extremely intolerant to long compilation times. In the benchmark results, the proposed scheduler achieves 310 times on average and up to 6,000 times improvement in compilation speed over EMS. The performance degradations of the resulting schedules remain within 30% on average.
Our future research direction includes improving the performance by inserting explicit move operations into a DFG to restore the performance degradation from central RF port contention.
